“reliable and easy-to-swallow guide”

Common-Sense Horse Nutrition
“If you’d like to get a handle on equine nutrition, but the subject tends
to make your eyes glaze over, add Beyond the Hay Days to your horse
library....Ewing will answer most, if not all of your questions... Ewing
delivers what he promises on the cover—a refreshingly simple guide
to effective horse nutrition.”
— HORSE & RIDER

“This fascinating and folksy book takes a very dry subject and makes
it interesting... For those of us not seeking a doctorate in equine nutrition,
this book pretty well covers what we need to know.”
— THE QUARTER HORSE JOURNAL

“....this pleasant little primer contains an impressive amount of science
and a healthy dose of common sense from a man who’s been raising and
feeding horses successfully for years.”
— EQUUS

“This thin, easy-to-read book uses common sense as its guiding force and
knits in those complicated equations so the reader learns—and enjoys while
doing so. It’s lively, full of fun and gets the information to the reader in a
hurry...I highly recommend this book as an inexpensive, reliable and easyto-swallow guide for experienced and green horsemen.... For those of us
who hate science and complicated dissertations, this is the book of choice.”
— NATIONAL SPORTING LIBRARY
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“Compact and precise, this little book demystifies a
subject that has, in recent years, become very technical and
complicated... If this is the only book you ever buy on
equine nutrition, you won’t go wrong.”
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Chapter 2

Feeding as a Function of Design

— THE GAITED HORSE

“This gem of a paperback is a treasure trove of facts about
what every horse-keeper needs to know about feeding
horses. Basic to this book’s usefulness and attraction is
Ewing’s straightforward prose and charts that demystify the
entire complex subject of horse nutrition. Years as CEO of
an equine feed company gave him the fodder to write this
handy little reference book, suitable for greenhorns and
weathered trail hands alike—healthy doses of common
sense interspersed with science make it very palatable and
easy to digest.”
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— LAUREN GIANNINI, IN & AROUND HORSE COUNTRY

“Simple is the operative word. What could’ve been a
scientific treatise is instead a user-friendly, easy-to-read
equine nutrition guide. In addition to traditional rations,
such as grain and hay, Ewing also discusses vitamins, mineral,
nutraceuticals and supplements.”
— WESTERN HORSEMAN

“… this edition is worthy of study as an excellent reference
for you to use in conjunction with the good advice you can
get from the experts you trust at your local feed store.”
— BOB HOWDY, PH.D., HORSE PREVIEWS
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“Beyond the Hay Days can help us become educated horse
people when it comes to equine nutrition. Although it does
contain science lessons, the information is made as user
friendly as possible…. Rather than telling us exactly what to
feed our horses, Beyond the Hay Days empowers us with the
knowledge to make our own intelligent feeding choices.”
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“From start to finish, this book is one of the most accessible
tomes I have ever read on the topic of equine nutrition,
vitamins and minerals. The book is filled with helpful and
easy to read charts, along with lovely sketches. Even charts
such as the ‘Quick Summary of Macrominerals’ are easy
to follow and understand. Whether you have a broodmare,
weanling, active sporthorse or a geriatric equine, this book
will be an invaluable aid in keeping your horse healthy and
happy. Every stable should have a copy in the feed room.”
— HORSEMEN’S YANKEE PEDLAR
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